This study contrasted two approaches to word meaning: the statistically determined role of high-contribution features like striped in the meaning of complex nouns like "tiger" typically used in studies of semantic memory, and the contribution of diagnostic features like parent's brother that play a critical role in the meaning of nominal kinds like "uncle." fMRI monitored regional brain activity while participants read complex noun descriptions consisting of statistically high-contribution and low-contribution features; and nominal kind descriptions consisting of diagnostic and characteristic features. We found different patterns of activation depending on the type of noun and the type of feature contributing to the noun. Complex nouns recruited significantly greater bilateral superior temporal and left prefrontal activation compared to nominal kind nouns, while nominal kind nouns activated bilateral medial parietal and right inferior parietal regions more than complex nouns. Moreover, features making a statistically high contribution to complex noun meaning activated right inferior frontal cortex relative to low-contribution features, while diagnostic features of nominal kinds activated left dorsolateral prefrontal and right parietal regions more than characteristic features. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that at least two different neural mechanisms appear to support word meaning: one driven by a statistically determined approach to feature knowledge, and the other sensitive to the qualitatively critical role that a specific diagnostic feature plays in word meaning.
Introduction
Recent studies of semantic memory have focused on the relatively distinct anatomic distributions of different categories of knowledge (Martin, Ungerleider, & Haxby, 2000) . However, this approach does not appear to explain fully the neural basis for word meaning (Farah & Aguirre, 1999; Grossman & Koenig, 2001; Joseph, 2001; Thompson-Schill, 2003) , prompting alternate approaches to the study of semantic memory. In the work presented below, we examined the hypothesis that there are at least two approaches to word meaning. We investigated the statistically determined role of high-contribution features and low-contribution features in the meaning of complex nouns typically used in studies of semantic memory. We contrasted these complex nouns with nominal kinds, a class of nouns where a * Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 215 662 3361; fax: +1 215 349 8464.
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specific diagnostic feature appears to play a relatively critical role as an attribute of the word's meaning, and characteristic features embellish but do not determine word meaning.
There is a long history emphasizing the role of feature knowledge in word meaning (Fodor, 1977; Katz, 1966; Katz & Fodor, 1963) . Recently, functional neuroimaging studies have focused on modality-specific models concerned with the hemispheric representation of visual and verbal knowledge (Binder, Westbury, McKiernan, Possing, & Medler, 2005; Noppeney & Price, 2003; Perani et al., 1999; Vandenberghe, Price, Wise, Josephs, & Frackowiak, 1996) , and the representation of knowledge based on semantic category taxonomy (Grossman et al., 2002a; Mummery, Patterson, Hodges, & Wise, 1996; Perani et al., 1995) . Perhaps the most frequently cited account theorizes that activations for semantic features of concepts are stored in brain areas adjacent to regions that are important for perceiving the same properties (Cappa, Perani, Schnur, Tettamanti, & Fazio, 1998; Chao, Haxby, & Martin, 1999; Grabowski, Damasio, & Damasio, 1998; Kellenbach, 
